Rolandic Cortex Morphology: Magnetic Resonance Imaging-Based Three-dimensional Cerebral Reconstruction Study and Intraoperative Usefulness

Abstract

**Background:** During brain surgery, the neurosurgeon must be able to identify and avoid injury to the Rolandic cortex. However, when only a small part of the cortex is exposed, it may be difficult to identify the Rolandic cortex with certainty. Despite various advanced methods to identify it, visual recognition remains an important backup for neurosurgeons. The aim of the study was to find any specific morphology pattern that may help to identify the Rolandic cortex intraoperatively.

**Materials and Methods:** Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain from patients with various conditions was used to create the three-dimensional cerebral reconstruction images. A total of 216 patients with 371 intact hemispheres were included. Each image was inspected to note the morphology of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex. In addition, other two evaluators exclusively inspected the morphology of the suprasylvian cortex. Their observation results were compared to find the agreements.

**Results:** A number of distinctive morphology patterns have been identified at the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex including a genu, or a knob at the upper precentral gyrus (pre-CG), an angulation of the lower postcentral gyrus (post-CG), a strip for pars opercularis, a rectangle for the lower pre-CG, and a triangle for the lower post-CG. Combined total and partial agreement of the suprasylvian cortex morphology pattern ranged 60.4%–85.2%.

**Conclusion:** The authors have demonstrated the distinctive morphology of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex. This information can provide visual guidance to identify the Rolandic cortex particularly during surgery with limited exposure.
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Introduction

Rolandic cortex is the region of the brain surrounding the central sulcus, consisting of precentral gyrus (pre-CG) and postcentral gyrus (post-CG). Due to its central location, a significant number of supratentorial operations take place around the Rolandic cortex. During surgery, the neurosurgeon must be able to recognize and avoid injury to the Rolandic cortex as it generally leads to a major neurological deficit. Despite various methods to identify the Rolandic cortex, i.e. cranial landmark, functional imaging, electrophysiological mapping, neuronavigation, there are times when these technologies are not feasible or fail to locate the Rolandic cortex. That is when visual recognition can serve as a contingency method.

There are a number of studies describing anatomical details of the Rolandic cortex, however, data on its morphology and variations are still lacking and most previous studies were based on a limited number of cases. Therefore, the authors sought to study the Rolandic cortex in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) based three-dimensional cerebral reconstruction (3DCR) images with the aims to analyze their morphology in a larger sample and to find any specific morphology pattern that may help to identify the Rolandic cortex.

Materials and Methods

The authors retrieved MRI data of the patients who underwent brain MRI for various neurological conditions between January 2014 and December 2021.
2017. There were 273 patients, 5 with failed 3DCR due to technical issues, 52 with suboptimal quality 3DCR. These patients were excluded from the analysis. For patients with unilateral cortical surface distortion, only intact hemisphere and patient data were included in the analysis. Of the remaining 216 patients, there were 371 intact hemispheres (left = 185; right = 186) available for the analysis. There were 111 males and 105 females with mean age of 48.3 years (range: 15–89 years). One hundred and fifty-five patients had both hemispheres intact. The diagnosis consisted of brain tumor in 122 (56.5%) patients, vascular lesion in 16 (7.4%) patients, brain abscess in 9 (4.2%) patients, Parkinson’s disease in 31 (14.4%) patients, and miscellaneous in 38 (17.6%) patients.

This retrospective study involving human participants was in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and national research committee. Separate written informed consent was not required for this retrospective study. The study was approved by the institutional review board (No. 1372/2019 and 1519/2020).

Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition and three-dimensional cerebral reconstruction

Details of acquisition to create 3DCR in this study are as follows: 3 Tesla MRI unit (Ingenia; Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) with a 15-channel array head coil, axial T1-weighted turbo field echo sequences, TR/TE 10/5 milliseconds, flip angle = 8°, slice thickness = 1 mm, no gap, matrix size = 320 × 320, field of view = 380 mm × 230 mm, acquired voxel size 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm, number of sections = 180, NEX = 1.0.

MRI data were subsequently transferred to the computer platform and 3DCR was created by anatomical reconstruction software (Anatomical mapping version 1.0, Brainlab, Munich, Germany). Reconstruction software allowed for inspection of 3DCR at various perspectives and magnifications with corresponding 3 orthogonal planes of the two-dimensional images.

Interpretation methodology and data collection

The 3DCR images of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex (pars opercularis [Pop], lower pre-CG, and lower post-CG) were inspected by the senior author (KB) to note their characteristics. The Rolandic cortex was identified with certainty in all hemispheres. The following characteristics were noted: the morphology of the upper pre-CG; the angulation of the lower post-CG [Figure 1a and b].

After the senior author examined a large number of 3DCR images, the common morphology patterns of the suprasylvian cortex were observed as follows:

1. Strip (ST): long cortex narrower than the nearby cortex
2. Rectangle (RT): long cortex with equal or greater width compared to the nearby cortex
3. Triangle (TA): cortex with narrow apex and wide base
4. Unclassified (UC): cortex which does not conform with any of the aforementioned morphology as shown in Figure 1c.

In addition, the 3DCR images of the suprasylvian cortex were inspected by two other senior neurosurgical residents who are well-acquainted with cerebral cortex morphology and were blinded to the others' observations. The results from each evaluator were compared, and the evaluator agreement for each part of the suprasylvian cortex was classified into 3 out of 3, 2 out of 3, and no agreement. For each evaluator, the inspection was repeated approximately 2 weeks following the initial inspection to analyze intra-evaluator agreement. For the inter-evaluator agreement, only the results of the initial inspection were analyzed.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to describe patient characteristics and morphology of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex. Cohen’s kappa coefficient was used to analyze intra-evaluator agreement. Fleiss’ kappa was used to analyze inter-evaluator agreement. Statistical analysis was performed by using IBM SPSS version 28.0 software (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA). A P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Upper precentral gyrus and postcentral gyrus

The characteristics of the morphology of the upper pre-CG and the angulation of the lower post-CG are presented in Table 1.

Suprasylvian cortex

The distribution of morphology and details of the evaluator agreement for each part of the suprasylvian cortex is shown in Table 2. The histogram showing the evaluator agreement for each morphology category is shown in Figure 2. The individual intra-evaluator reliability was 0.712, 0.652, 0.685 (P < 0.001), respectively. The overall inter-evaluator agreement among 3 evaluators was 0.541 (95% confidence interval: 0.520–0.561, P < 0.001). Details of inter-evaluator agreement on each morphology pattern are shown in Table 3.
Table 2: Distribution of morphology of the suprasylvian cortex and evaluator agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Evaluator agreement*</th>
<th>Pars opercularis† (%)</th>
<th>Lower precentral gyrus† (%)</th>
<th>Lower postcentral gyrus† (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>TA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=185)</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=186)</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=371)</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*3/3 = 3 out of 3 evaluators agreement; 2/3 = 2 out of 3 evaluators agreement. †ST – Strip; RT – Rectangle; TA – Triangle; UC – Unclassified
Discussion

When the Rolandic cortex is fully exposed as in a cadaveric specimen, it can be readily distinguished from the surrounding cortex by its oblique orientation between the interhemispheric fissure and the mid part of the Sylvian fissure. However, in the operative scenario, only a limited part of the Rolandic cortex is generally visualized. Thus, a number of methods including functional MRI, neuronavigation, electrophysiological mapping, are commonly used to locate the Rolandic cortex.[4-10] Nevertheless, visual recognition remains indispensable knowledge for neurosurgeons and can serve as a backup method when other approaches are not feasible or not successful.

Previous publications focusing on localizing the Rolandic cortex were mostly based on the morphology on the two-dimensional orthogonal planes of an MRI or functional imaging which required navigation system to link the data onto the actual surgical field.[4,6,16-21] Publications on the actual morphology of the Rolandic cortex were based on the limited number of cases,[11-15,22]

Data of morphology in our study were based on 371 hemispheres of 3DCR which has been shown to correlate well with the intraoperative findings.[21-27] This large number of samples created an opportunity to encounter variations and uncommon morphology. From our study, we can summarize the surgical anatomy of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex as follows.

Upper precentral gyrus

The morphology of the pre-CG varies from one report to another but the posteriorly directed curvature located at the level of superior frontal sulcus is constantly observed among the publications.[11,14,28,29] This curvature has been consistently shown to control contralateral hand function.[11,13,16,20,21] This structure is not only an important landmark intraoperatively but it is also used to identify central sulcus on an MRI study where it appears as an omega- or epsilon-shaped knob projecting posteriorly from the pre-CG on the axial view.[4,11,16,17,20]

In our study, in addition to a complete genu in 52.3%, the authors also found a posteriorly projected knob and smooth straight gyrus in 22.1% and 25.6% at the upper pre-CG, respectively. Therefore, a genu or a knob may be useful for identifying the pre-CG during surgery around the upper Rolandic cortex. This variation has not been reported previously.

Suprasylvian cortex

The POp, the lower pre-CG, and the lower post-CG were collectively referred to as the suprasylvian cortex. Our study showed that their appearances can be categorized into 4 patterns: ST, TA, RT, and UC. With these categories, our results demonstrated substantial intra-evaluator agreement and moderate inter-evaluator agreement.[30] This present study also used the percentage of evaluator agreement to identify the morphology pattern of each part of the suprasylvian cortex. The percentage of total evaluator agreement (3 out of 3) represented the frequency of a certain pattern (ST, RT, TA, or UC) that was clearly perceived and agreed upon by all evaluators while the percentage of partial evaluator agreement (2 out of 3) represented the frequency of a certain pattern that was not as unanimously perceived but was still agreed upon by 2 evaluators [Figure 2]. Overall, this study has shown that, for each part of the suprasylvian cortex, one pattern clearly dominated the others whether by considering total agreement (range: 39.1%–55.8%), partial agreement (range: 18.2%–29.4%), or combined total and partial agreement (range: 60.4%–85.2%). This suggests that each part of the suprasylvian cortex possesses a unique morphology pattern as follows.

The POp morphology possessed the highest uniformity among the three parts and was invariably classified as ST with combined total and partial agreements of 85.1% for both hemispheres. It is the most posterior part of the inferior frontal gyrus situated anteriorly adjacent to the pre-CG. Thus, its identification leads to the identification of the Rolandic cortex.

The lower pre-CG was mainly classified as RT, although the lower rate of total agreement and higher UC morphology as compared to the POp and the post-CG. This implies the more heterogeneity of the morphology of this area which makes it less dependable to be used as visual guidance.

The lower post-CG morphology was predominantly classified as TA with combined total and partial agreements of 71.9% for both hemispheres. The triangular shape of the lower post-CG was also observed in the previous study.[12] Moreover, the post-CG turns posteriorly at the level of inferior frontal sulcus as it coursed toward the Sylvian fissure in 56.3% [Table 1].

Case illustration

Case 1

A 46-year-old patient presented with left insular glioma. Operative findings show typical morphology of the 3 parts of suprasylvian cortex; POp (ST), pre-CG (RT), and post-CG (TA) with the angulation. The Rolandic cortex can be readily identified based on the morphology [Figure 3].

Case 2

A 19-year-old patient presented with left inferior frontal tumor. Operative findings show typical morphology of the lower post-CG (TA) with angulation at its apex and posteriorly projected genu at the upper pre-CG. Despite the tumor, the morphology is still preserved and can be used to identify the Rolandic cortex [Figure 4].
These illustrative cases demonstrated that the distinctive appearance can help identify the Rolandic cortex and that the presence of brain tumor or mass effect does not necessarily preclude the use of this morphology to identify the Rolandic cortex.

Important findings derived from our study include:
(1) authors have identified various characteristics which are agreeable by multievaluators and these characteristics can be used to directly or indirectly identify the Rolandic cortex. (2) A large sample size created greater opportunities to identify the distribution of common characteristics as well as uncommon morphological variations, some of which have not been previously reported.

However, there are some limitations worth mentioning. First, marked cortical distortion from the pathologic process may render the identification difficult. Moreover, thick and hazy arachnoid membrane or sizable cortical vessels may obscure the sulcal and gyral patterns and hinder correct identification of the underlying cortex. In addition, morphologic study certainly carries inherent ambiguity of the interpretation even with repeated tests of the multiple evaluators. Finally, correct identification of the Rolandic cortex does not guarantee functional preservation. Individual variation of motor and sensory function is well established. These functions occasionally extend beyond the Rolandic cortex particularly when the lesion is located close to the Rolandic cortex.[9,20,21,31]

**Table 3: Inter-evaluator agreement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphology pattern</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.553-0.621</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.556-0.624</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.645-0.713</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.132-0.200</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.520-0.561</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ST – Strip; RT – Rectangle; TA – Triangle; UC – Unclassified; CI – Confidence interval

The authors have demonstrated distinctive morphology as well as variations of the Rolandic cortex and the suprasylvian cortex by MRI-based 3DCR study. This information can provide visual guidance to identify the Rolandic cortex intraoperatively.
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